
 

  

LINTHICUM FERNDALE TRUCK REPAIR / 703 NURSERY ROAD / LINTHICUM, MD 21090 / (443) 524-3100 

 

REPAIR AUTHORIZATION  

 

I_______________________________ authorize Linthicum Ferndale Truck Repair (LF Truck Repair) to  

perform repairs on my __________________________.   I have read the itemized account of damages or have 

discussed the repairs necessary with a representative of LF Truck Repair and authorize the repair of the vehicle 

noted above. I also authorize LF Truck Repair to repair any additional hidden damage LF Truck Repair may 

find during the repair process of the above noted vehicle. 

In the event of deficiencies in labor rate, amount of labor hours or necessary procedures not covered in my 

insurance settlement, I authorize LF Truck Repair to use its professional judgment as to the parts replacement 

and or labor charges to produce the highest quality repair. I understand that my final invoice may not match 

exactly that of the insurance company's estimate or my original LF Truck Repair estimate.  LF Truck repair will 

attempt to contact customer regarding any major issues, problems, concerns or deviations from the original 

estimate but it is ultimately up to LF Truck Repair to use its professional judgement once repairs are underway. 

Permission is hereby granted to perform diagnostic and road testing of the vehicle on local highways and 

streets. LF Truck Repair is not responsible for loss or damages to vehicle or its contents due to fire, earthquake, 

theft or any other cause beyond our control. All repairs must be paid in full before release of vehicle, via 

properly endorsed insurance check, bank check, certified check, credit card or cash. Vehicles on LF Truck 

Repair  premises not under repair are subject to storage fees at $40.00/day. This includes vehicles deemed to be 

a total loss by insurance companies, vehicles estimated but not subsequently repaired by LF Truck Repair, or 

vehicles left more than five (5) days after completion of repairs. 

Any balance not paid at time of job completion may be subject to late fees (1.5% monthly/18%  

APR), interest and/ or attorney or collection fees incurred by LF Truck Repair to collect this debt. 

 

 

Owner/Representatives Signature____________________________ Date________________ 

 

 


